Message from the Program Chairs
Welcome to the IEEE 2001 International Conference on Cluster Computing. This year marks both the dawn of the 21st Century and the emergence of Cluster Computing as the dominant model for scalable computing systems in this new epoch. Throughout the previous decade, contributors from the international community have devised a host of methodologies and developed an array of hardware and software tools that through their synergy are making possible new advances in total peak performance, price performance, and portability. Even now, a substantial number of the most powerful computers in the world are Commodity Clusters. In the next few years, the biggest systems being developed by both the US Department of Energy and National Science Foundation are commodity clusters. But even in the mainstream of computing, clusters are making dramatic inroads both for scientific/technical and commercial workloads and markets. This experience is being felt internationally with large commodity clusters serving the Asian and European communities as well. From the smallest Beowulf-class systems that permeate diverse disciplines, organizations, and markets to enormous performance behemoths, commodity clusters are finding roles in almost every arena of scalable computing. It is quite possible that commodity clusters have evolved to the stage that they now represent the long sought after "convergent parallel architecture" providing user confidence in the longevity of software investment across multiple successive generations of hardware systems. For the first time, the fortunes and whims of a single vendor cannot disrupt user productivity or make obsolete years of code development as other subsystem products can easily provide equivalent services. At the same time, vendors can be assured of growing customer acceptance, software base, and ISV targeting resulting in a strong and sustainable market. 2001 is definitely the year of the cluster.
The success and rapid growth of cluster computing is a consequence of many concurrent threads of research and development that have provided the foundations of functionality and capability essential to this new technology. Hardware advances have provided the fuel for the explosive growth in raw capability. Microprocessors and memory have improved by more than two orders of magnitude in performance and capacity, respectively, in less than a decade. Network bandwidth has been enhanced by at least two orders of magnitude as well while latency of communications has dropped by a factor of 10 to 100 in that time. Together with the expansion in scale of system size, peak performance of the largest clusters has achieved truly revolutionary growth of a factor of 100,000X in less than a decade; an unprecedented measure of advance in essentially any human endeavor. But cluster computing would be close to impossible if limited to only hardware advances. Software infrastructure -controlling the individual units and providing a framework for their cooperative operation on joint workloads and application programs -was the critical element that evolved throughout the last decade resulting in Linux and Windows as leading node operating systems and the MPI and PVM programming libraries as leading message passing program models. While these made possible basic parallel execution, far more work was required for system resource management, scheduling, and administration software. While much progress has been made in these areas in the most recent years, serious challenges must still be addressed. Of equal importance has been the creation of new algorithms that allow complex applications to be performed . These algorithms are latency tolerant and as such, they can operate effectively even on loosely coupled systems such as commodity clusters. As a result, clusters have found a much wider range of application than was once originally thought possible. Many more applications have been found, especially in the commercial sector, that are particularly suitable for commodity clusters; greatly increasing their potential market and driving industry investment in new xvi packaging techniques to improve foot-pad. Today more than 40 processors can be mounted in a single rack (and in certain cases, substantially more) where earlier schemes only permitted half this number. In spite of these dramatic advances, much important work remains to be done before commodity clusters fully satisfy the requirements of the broad computing community.
The IEEE Cluster 2001 Conference is the seminal community wide forum in the field of cluster computing, offering a comprehensive view of the state of the art in the enabling technologies and methodologies defining the present practices and future directions of cluster computing. The conference is organized as a series of multi-session technical tracks, each representing a critical area of advance. These include:
• Networks -important advances continue to drive bandwidths up and latencies down with new architectures such as VIA and IBA
• System Management -improving availability of means for administering, maintaining, and controlling distributed system resources to ease system usage and provide single system image.
• Parallel I/O -many technical and commercial applications are I/O bound as they rely on the manipulation of large data sets.
• Scheduling -improving the efficiencies and flexibility of scheduling parallel programs and job streams is crucial to enhances the effectiveness of clusters.
• Middleware -the many elements of the software infrastructure that harnesses the combined hardware resources and coordinates parallel execution.
• Algorithms -as new latency tolerant algorithms are developed, the range of applications to which clusters may be effectively employed becomes ever wider.
• Node O/S -while Windows and Linux dominate the cluster node O/S arena, other experimental and commercial operating systems are being used effectively.
To facilitate interactive dialogue and active collegial exchange of ideas, three panels will be presented on 1) Cluster Hardware, 2) Cluster Software, and 3) Applications. These panels include experts in the field that will convey distinct, often controversial, viewpoints and provide thought provoking insights in to the alternative concepts and approaches that may drive the future of cluster computing.
The success of Cluster 2001 is the product of many people's efforts including organizers, paper authors, reviewers, the vice chairs (Gordon Bell, Dave Culler, Jack Dongarra, Jim Gray, Bill Gropp, Ken Kennedy, Dan Reed, Chuck Seitz, and Burton Smith), the program committee, and the IEEE. To all of these, we wish to extend our warmest appreciation. We also wish to add our thanks to you for your participation.
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